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IMPASSIBILITY OF THE GLORIFIED BODIES. ARISTOTELIAN PHILOSOPHY REVISITED?
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In studies on medieval philosophy treatises of eschatology remain almost unnoticed.

That seems at first sight quite understandable, since they stem from an explicit
theological context. If one looks closer, however, one might detect that in these
treatises – I am above all referring to distinctions 43-50 of 13th- and 14th-

century Sentences Commentaries– a lot of philosophically interesting material is
provided.

Modern scholarship used these treatises especially to detect a common dilemma of
13th/14th century theology, namely the opposition of Christian doctrine to

Aristotelian natural philosophy.2 Indeed, certain dogmas regarding the future state of

the world3 and of our resurrected body seem to contradict what Aristotle states in
physics. A crucial issue, here, is the problem to what extent the separated soul can be

afflicted in hell.4 Per definitionem, the separated soul is immaterial, whereas the fire in
hell is generally assumed as a material one. Christian authors, still, claim that before
the Final Judgment, the fire in hell afflicts the separated soul. So, one might ask how

this assumption is consistent with Aristotelian physics, since Aristotle denies that

immaterial entities can be influenced by material entities. Pasquale Porro speaks in that
context of a “double reversal” (doppio rovesciamento) of Christian eschatology regarding
Aristotelian physics.5 Porro refers not only to the aforementioned passibility of the

separated soul but also to another Christian belief, namely that the material body
becomes impassible after the Final Judgment. Furthermore, Porro hints at two other

characteristics of Christian eschatology, namely (1) its difference from Islamic Arabic
philosophy, and (2) its disregard of the context.6 (1) Whereas Islamic Arabic philosophy

interpreted the fire in hell metaphorically, the Latin-scholastic tradition preferred a

‘real’ interpretation. (2) Still, the Latin tradition tried to apply Aristotelian methods,
even if the context was completely different from the context in which Aristotle utters

his views. The discourse on a separated soul makes that very clear: in Aristotelian

terms, it is nonsense to speak of a separated soul, since the soul does only exist as a part
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of a composite. When the composite ceases, its constitutive parts, matter and form, i.e.

body and soul, cease as well.7 But even the Christian view holds that the separated soul
exists in an unnatural state.8 However, even given these different contexts, many
Christian authors, esp. in the 13th and 14th century tried to stick with Aristotle.

In this paper, I would like to give a short account on the second reversal mentioned by

Porro, namely the thesis that the resurrected body of the blessed will be impassible.
More precisely, I will investigate into a specific theologian’s view to that problem,
namely Durandus of St. Pourçain’s, whose position has been criticised by several of his

fellow Dominicans. Yet, I will concentrate on Durandus’ position, the historical-

philosophical context, and his sources, leaving aside the debates about Durandus’
position in the decades after the publication of his Commentary.
1. The impassibility of the glorified body: Historical Context

As said before, Christian eschatology challenges natural philosophy, especially in

Aristotelian terms. The theory of the dowries (dotes) of the soul and the body, which are
– in the canon of 13th century – vision (visio), love (dilectio), and understanding
(comprehensio or tentio) on the one hand, and impassibility (impassibilitas), subtlety

(subtilitas), agility (agilitas), and clarity (claritas) on the other, partly is such a challenge.

The theory originates between 1190 and 1220, since in Praepositinus of Cremona and
Stephen Langton, we find it in an early stage, whereas William of Auxerre gives a fully
developed account of it.9Although Langton has the theory in an early stage with regard

to the soul’s dowries, he already names the later on classical four dowries of the body.
The conviction that there are four dowries of the body is a further development of

Eadmer’s and Anselm’s thesis that there are seven gifts granted to the bodies of the

blessed, namely beauty, swiftness, strength, liberty, impassibility, pleasure, and eternal
life.10Schoolmen intended by clarity exactly the notion of beauty bestowed to the

glorified bodies; by agility, they intended the bodies’ capacity to quickly and easily
move, whereas earthly bodies were interpreted to move slowly because of gravity; by

subtlety medieval theologians intended to describe the bodies’ constitution, which is

prefigured in Christ’s resurrected body: He was able to pass closed doors (John 20,19.26).
The notion of impassibility, finally, referred to two specifics of glorified bodies: first

they are incorruptible. They share this feature with the bodies of the doomed, who,
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however, possess it not because of glory but as a punishment. Second, glorified bodies

are guarded against all possible physical harm, such as diseases, whereas the souls of

the doomed suffer from hell’s fire.11 In that perspective, the double reversal is

intrinsically coherent: schoolmen had to explain on one hand, why doomed souls can
be punished in hell, and simultaneously they had to declare the impassibility of the
glorified bodies in heaven.

Porro has already clearly sketched the picture of the passibility of the separated soul at
the end of 13th century. The greatest challenge was to interpret Gregory the Great’s

implication that the fire is something material, which nevertheless acts upon the
immaterial soul. Thomas Aquinas, e.g., escapes the dilemma by declaring that the soul
suffers from fire insofar as fire deters the soul from any operation. So, the fire’s effect

is not its proper one. It acts as a local impediment, not as fire per se.12 Thomas, therefore,

remains more or less faithful to Gregory’s position, avoiding the mere metaphorical
interpretation of fire, which was common in Islamic philosophy (referring back to
Origen). Yet, he remains in some way even faithful to Aristotelian natural philosophy,

since he denies the direct contact between material fire and immaterial soul. An
interesting position is offered by Henry of Ghent. He turns the problem upside down: it
is not the effect of the fire to be explained but the passion of the soul. Hence, Henry

assumes that God impresses into the soul the capacity to suffer from the corporal

fire.13 He opposes against Giles of Rome’s view, who traces the soul’s pain back to an

intentional mutation (immutatio intentionalis), intending that a spiritual nature can be

changed intentionally by a corporeal one.14 Scotus, by contrast, adopts Giles’ view of
the intentional mutation.15

The parallel cases of the passion of the doomed souls and the impassibility of the
glorified bodies call for parallel answers, it seems. We will see that Thomas, once again,

has a special answer to the problem, which evades some problematic implications of
the question. Henry, in turn, will solve the problem by assuming something positive in
the bodies, influenced supernaturally. Scotus, finally, will reduce the divine influence

to some assisting operation by God. But let us first see what Durandus says about the
impassibility of the glorified bodies in his Sentences Commentary, for his account gives a

good introduction to the problem.
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2. Durandus on the impassibility of the glorified bodies

Durandus investigates into the future impassibility of the glorified bodies in Book IV, d.
44, q. 4.16 This question is practically the same in all three redactions of his Sentences

Commentary.17 Here, Durandus discusses the thesis that impassibility in the afterlife is

due to a form existing in the glorified body. As has been said, there seems to be a conflict
with Aristotelian physics assuming that material bodies – even if glorified ones – cannot

be afflicted by corporeal powers. Therefore it was necessary for Durandus and his
contemporaries to explain in what way the bodily impassibility is to be understood, and

what was its cause respectively. One answer to it was to suggest that there was a form
introduced in the body in order to make it resistible to any kind of (material) influence.

To be more precise: Durandus generally asks whether the impassibility goes back to an
external or to an internal form (§ 8). Durandus first characterises the cause of passibility

in the strict sense as a passive principle (principium passivum) which is composed of
matter and form. He refers to Aristotle’s definition of a passive potency as a principle

of mutation from something different (principium transmutandi ab altero18). Because of

the indifference to all forms, matter as such cannot be the principle of passion of

something in the strict sense. The reason therefore lies in the kind of passion Durandus
refers to here, namely the passion which is due to the privation of the convenient form

and the introduction of an inconvenient form. Since matter refers indifferently to any
form, we cannot assume any convenience or inconvenience there.

Thus, impassibility can be reduced to two modes and therefore two different causes.
The first one is the impassibility in the strict sense which corresponds to the

aforementioned consideration about passibility, namely the privation of such a passive
principle. The second one is impassibility in a broader sense, which is due to an
impediment of an effective passion. (1) With respect to the future impassibility of the
resurrected bodies, Durandus expounds a first opinion which applies the first kind of

impassibility to the glorified bodies. The impassibility according to that view occurs
because these bodies will lack the active and passive qualities of the elements. The
resurrected bodies will be mixed of elements which remain according to their

substance, not according to their active and passive qualities. Thus, on the one hand,

one could claim bodily identity through elements that are substantially identical, on

the other hand, one could easily explain why these bodies will not be impassible,
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namely because there are no qualities to be altered. Durandus seems to copy this

position from Aquinas,19 who cites it both in his De mixtione elementorum and in

his Sentences Commentary. Whereas the De mixtione is generally concerned with

elements being parts of a mixed compositum 20, the Sentences Commentary explicitly
discusses the theory in the context of eschatology. Albert the Great associates it with
the names of Aristotle and Averroes.21 Anyway, Durandus opposes against this view

amongst others because the elementary qualities pertain to perfection accidentally and

therefore will not be removed by grace. Consequently, Durandus denies impassibility

in the strict sense in the afterlife and explains, instead, impassibility as an impediment
which hinders any passion. But even here – and now we come to the core of the

question – Durandus reports two opinions: (2a) the first one assumes an existing form

(forma inexistens) which prevents the passion of the body, (2b) the second one suggests

that the body of the blessed is guarded by divine power. The second one, which is to be

ascribed to Durandus himself, will be criticised later on in both error lists. The only
rational argument which Durandus gives for position (2a) is that the earthly body has

to be changed into a glorified one. But change aims at a form. So, the glorified body has
a form which renders it impassible (§ 13).

Durandus’s answer to the question, however, is different (§§ 14-15). He assumes divine
assistance in order to render the glorified body impassible with respect to extraneous
operations. The first argument Durandus gives in favour of his position states that, like

the glorified bodies cannot be moved against their will because of divine assistance,

they can neither be passible against their nature because of the same divine assistance.
The second argument goes as follows. There is a correspondence between proper
passibility and corruptibility and therefore between impassibility and incorruptibility,

too. Since incorruptibility is not granted because of an inherent form, impassibility is

neither because of an inherent form. In order to prove that incorruptibility is not due
to an inherent form, Durandus recurs to the doomed. They do suffer passibility which
therefore cannot be due to an inherent form. Likewise, their incorruptibility cannot be

reduced to such a form, but has to be due to divine assistance. The third argument is a
reference to Augustine’s Epistula ad Consentium.22 Thus, Durandus denies any intrinsic

principle rendering the body impassible and exclusively assumes an extrinsic principle,
namely God’s power, guarding the body against any harm.
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3. Some of Durandus’ predecessors

As mentioned above, Durandus is not the first theologian to discuss impassibility as one

of the four dowries of the body. A classical formulation of the second half of 13th
century is found, e.g., in Albert the Great’s De resurrectione. Here, Albert sums up the

general features of dos impassibilitatis, without however going into detail. For our

purpose, Albert’s thesis is interesting to characterise dos impassibilitatis more precisely.

It is, says Albert, a dowry of the body in particular, by which the body resists any
intrinsic or extrinsic damage (resistit corpus omni laesivo extrinsecus et intrinsecus).23 (1)

The dowry, moreover, consists in the privation of the potency and of the act to suffer.
(2) It is the power to resist intrinsic and extrinsic damages. (3) Impassibility is not

identical with immortality, for immortality does not remove the potency to be

weakened (potentia infirmandi). Even the bodies of the doomed are immortal,
nevertheless they suffer corporally. (4) Whereas impassibility is a gift to the body, the

soul is naturally impassible – except accidentally, that is to say insofar as the soul is in

sin. In his Sentences Commentary, Albert gives a reason for the impassibility of the bodies.

It is a certain habitus which alters the mixture of elements in the body and which makes
it thus resistible to damage from in- and outside.24

Albert’s pupil Thomas Aquinas discusses the problem of dos impassibilitatis as well.

Moreover, it seems as if he was the direct source for the positions Durandus mentions
in his own account and it seems that Aquinas’ own position became the pivot for the

following debates. After having reported and commented upon other positions,

Aquinas gives his own view, namely that the body is so perfectly subjected to the soul
that it cannot undergo any harm from external forms: The dominium of the soul
outplays all alternative dominia.25 Since Aquinas discusses all positions in relation to the
elements, some differ slightly from the ones Durandus mentions. The first position in

Aquinas states that the elements in resurrection remain according to substance, but
the active and passive qualities will be removed from these elements. That is exactly
opinion (1) in Durandus. Thomas rejects this view because the elements in the

resurrected body would be less perfect than the elements in the earthly body, since
active and passive qualities pertain to the elements’ perfection. Moreover, according to

Thomas, active and passive qualities are proper accidents (propria accidentia) of the
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elements and therefore necessarily come into being when their causes, matter and
form, will be united. Durandus, more or less, goes with Aquinas’ view on that particular
issue. The second position Aquinas refers to assumes, consequently, that the qualities
remain in the elements, yet do not act properly. But this view is also opposed by

Aquinas who thinks that the operation of active and passive qualities is necessary for
the mixture of complex entities, such as the resurrected body. Both positions recall

Albert’s solution, which traces the impassibility back to the element’s mixture, yet is
not identical with what Aquinas refers to here. Then, Aquinas turns to a third position
which explicitly suggests a disposition to be added to the resurrected body. This
disposition is meant to hinder any passion of the glorified body. It is the nature of the

fifth body, namely ether, which renders the glorified body similar to the impassible
celestial bodies.26 However, according to Thomas, the fifth body does not materially

contribute to the composition of a human being.27 Moreover, the natural power of a

celestial body, such as the fifth body, cannot render the glorified body impassible.
Thomas, therefore, concludes that the only cause of the glorified body’s impassibility
lies in the fact that the body is so perfectly subjected to the soul as its agent that it is

impassible with respect to all other possible agents.28 Moreover, it is the overabundance

of the soul’s glory which flows into the body and imparts impassibility.29

If one compares Durandus’ and Thomas Aquinas’ answers, one sees the agreements and

disagreements. Both argue against the theory of an inherent form. Thomas, however,
explains it with the body’s perfect subjection to the soul and hence states an ‘inner’

principle as cause of the impassibility. Durandus, on the contrary, assumes an ‘outer’
principle, namely divine assistance, as the final cause of impassibility in glorified

bodies. That does not mean that Thomas denies that such an impassibility is due to
grace,30 although he seems to be convinced that, given such a perfect subjection, the

impassibility is conserved by itself, whereas Durandus seems to suggest that the

impassibility is a continuous operation by God. Thomas’ explanation remains
somewhat vague in the sense that his position allows for interpretation by his Thomist
followers as well shall see in a moment. He speaks of impassibility in terms of dominium

and liberty. In Super Sent., IV, d. 44, q. 2, a. 1, qc. 1 ad 2, he says, e.g., that the same
potency to other forms remains like before in the glorified bodies, yet then it will be
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bound through the victory of the soul over the body (ligata per victoriam animae supra
corpus).

Anyway, Durandus’ censors in the first and second error list, criticise precisely his
assumption that the impassibility is due solely to divine assistance.31 The censors

therefore seem to interpret Thomas’ position of the perfect subjection exactly as such
an inherent disposition or form. Indeed, John of Naples in his Quodlibet VIII, q. 22 speaks

of an inherent form which imparts impassibility. After having cited Durandus’ three

arguments for the theory of divine assistance,32 he continues exposing the contrary
view. His first argument refers to impassibility as a supernatural perfection. Here, he

states that a natural perfection of the body is not something which comes from outside
but from the soul itself. All the more, a supernatural perfection has to be something
which comes from the glorified soul, yet resides in the glorified body.33 Thus, John of

Naples tries to combine both aspects, namely the inherent disposition as immediate
cause of impassibility and the glorified soul as its remote cause. Peter of Palude, the
second censor of Durandus’ Commentary, assumes in his own Sentences Commentary,

although rather hesitantly, something positive in the soul (aliquid positivum ex parte
animae) as the cause of bodily impassibility.34

One of Thomas’ early defenders, namely Peter of Tarantaise, gives a rather short
account on that specific issue. This is quite comprehensible, since his Sentences

Commentary is dated very early, possibly to the years 1256-1258 or 1257-1259
respectively – almost contemporaneous to Aquinas’ Commentary. Yet, it shows that
Peter was aware of the problematic impact of the question and maybe he could even

foresee the debates which were to take place. More surprisingly Thomas Aquinas’
defender William Peter of Godino in his Lectura Thomasina overlooked completely that
Aquinas’ position had been contested. The reason therefore lies in the fact that William
only copies his answer verbatim from Peter of Tarantaise’s Sentences Commentary. Both,

Peter and William, hence refer only to the theory of the fifth body and reject it with the

well-known argument that the fifth element is not part of the inferior bodies. They
briefly state that impassibility results from the predominating soul over the body.35

Around 1295, Richard of Mediavilla comments the Sentences. He is, however, not so
much interested in the very details of impassibility. He argues that the source of all

dotes lies in the perfect subjection under the soul, which itself is subjected completely
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to God. So far, Richard’s position coincides with Aquinas’ position. He specifies,
however, that the subjection under the soul as form causes dos impassibilitatis, whereas
the subjection under the soul as motor causes dos subtilitatis.
Some of Aquinas’ critics

By his contesters Aquinas’ position was immediately understood as denying any

inherent disposition. Thus, John Peckham in his Quaestiones de beatitudine corporis et

animae, q. 13 (ca. 1277-79), criticises Aquinas’ view. He favours instead such a disposing

quality in the bodies. Interestingly, Peckham exposes a fourfold cause of the

impassibility – according to the four Aristotelian causes.36 (1) The efficient cause is God

or, more precisely, the beatific vision as the perfection of incorruption. (2) The material
cause lies in the fact that the struggle between opposing elements in the body will

cease, since the complementing forms will be added and the elements’ appetite
therefore will be stilled. (3) The formal cause consists in the disposition of the body to

receive the soul’s immortality. This disposition has to be a certain quality according to

Peckham. Peckham’s argument points to a certain correspondence between the bodies

of the doomed and the bodies of the blessed. The bodies of the doomed are
incorruptible, yet their souls are miserable. So, their incorruptibility cannot stem from
their souls but rather from an inherent quality in their bodies. Likewise, the glorified

bodies can only be impassible because of such a quality and not because of the
soul’s dominium alone. (4) The final cause is the satiation of the rational soul’s appetite.

Aquinas’ account is also criticised by Henry of Ghent in his Quodlibet IX, q. 16 (Easter

1286). Henry himself defends opinion (2a) of Durandus’, namely the theory that an

inherent form prevents the resurrected body from any passion,37 and may well be the

target of Durandus’ criticism. Henry starts – like Durandus – with the double passibility,
i.e. as the lack of something convenient and as the addition of something imperfect. He,
then, exposes a threefold kind of immortality or incorruptibility as the effect of such

impassibility. With respect to the third one, namely the immortality, owing to which

man cannot die anymore, neither through an intrinsic nor through an extrinsic cause,

Henry analyses its cause. He denies God’s will as sole cause as well as natural principles,
as in angels. In that context, he also discusses the thesis that the cause consists in the

removal of the operations which active and passive natural qualities have. Here, Henry
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criticises the view that such impassibility would be due to a privative cause and not
through a positive disposition which would mean to interpret the concept of dos

impassibilitatis negatively. Finally, he specifies the cause of impassibility as something
positive, which is in the mixed and which prevents the mixed from being acted upon

either by an intrinsic or by an extrinsic agent.38 Moreover, it has to be something
supernatural.39

Henry, then, comes to Aquinas’ position which he seems to interpret as we have read
him when exposing Aquinas’ view, and not as Aquinas’ defenders seem to have read

him. For he says that according to Aquinas the disposition causing impassibility is
identical with the soul’s glory. Insofar as the body is subjected to the soul in a perfect

manner, it is impassible with respect to any other agent. Henry, however, opposes this
view, since he believes that the bodily impassibility has to reside in the body itself, not

in something outside the body, be it as dominant as the soul. The body has to be ex
se impassible. For, theoretically, it is not excluded that the body will be dominated by a

quality if the soul’s dominium is weakened and this quality prevails. Henry’s criticism
is due to his metaphysical standpoint with regard to man’s hylomorphic composition.

Unlike Aquinas (and Durandus), Henry assumes a certain body form which predisposes

the body as matter in order to receive its proper form, i.e. the soul. In Aquinas’ view,
where the soul is the unique substantial form, the binding between soul and body is as

strong as possible. In Henry’s view, it is not. And, indeed, in Quodlibet IX, q. 16 he
explicitly mentions that context. It is the corporeal form which is distinct from the
form ‘soul’ and which renders the earthly body passible and corruptible; hence there

has to be another form or positive disposition, once again distinct from the form ‘soul’,
which renders the glorified body similarly impassible. Henry also explains how this

functions. The root of any passibility lies – according to Henry – in the privatio we have
to assume in any matter. Privation is the co-principle of matter and form, for it enables

generation. In every subject which undergoes a change, we have to assume the
privation of the future form. The disposition resulting from the union of glorified soul

and earthly body(!) removes exactly that negative disposition, namely privation, by

which matter/body is not suited anymore to other forms, and which makes the
matter/body impassible. Although Henry explicitly rejects Aquinas’ position and

argues for an inherent form, one might actually question whether his solution, i.e. the
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removal of privation, is in fact such a positive disposition. This criticism will be picked
up by Thomas Sutton later on.

In q. 4 of his Quaestiones disputatae de resurrectione mortuorum, the Augustinian hermit

Giles of Rome gives three reasons for the corruptibility of the bodies and consequently

three reasons for their future incorruptibility. Giles traces its corruptibility back to (1)

the nature of contrariness (generation and corruption are movements from contrary
to contrary); (2) the second feature of corruptibility lies in the principle of privation,

which directs the process of generation and corruption;40 (3) Giles names the
incomplete

dominium

of

the

form

over

matter

as

a

third

cause

of

corruptibility.41 Accordingly, Giles states a threefold incorruptibility in the blessed, yet

a twofold in the doomed. (3) Whereas celestial bodies are incorruptible because they
naturally lack such contrariness, the bodies of the blessed are incorruptible by grace
and by the dominium of the form over matter, which will be complete in the afterlife.

That is a solution quite similar to Aquinas’s. (2) However, Giles adds another reason,

which will later on be criticised, e.g., by Henry of Ghent and Scotus. It is the cessation

of the heaven’s movement which stops generation and corruption in the supra celestial
sphere, too. The motus caeli is said to be the first and foremost cause for all supra

celestial change.42 Once it ceases, all other movements will stand still as well. (1) Finally,

the nature of contrariness will be removed from the glorified bodies. There won’t be
any contrary forms with regard to matter which could follow one another and

therefore make things change, but it is the only form soul which dominates matter, that

is to say the body.43 Giles adds that the doomed are incorruptible in a twofold way. First,
it is the cessation of the heaven which removes their corruptive agents in the body.
Second, contrariness will be removed from their bodies. Therefore, their bodies differ
from the glorified bodies by their lack of complete dominium of the soul.
Some defenders of Thomas Aquinas’ position

As early as Aquinas’ theology had been contested it had been defended as well.
Although impassibility of the glorified bodies does not play any role in
the Correctoria struggle, some of the Dominicans taking part in that ‘combat’ vindicate

Thomas as well in that particular issue. Against Henry’s view, e.g., opposes Thomas
Sutton in his Quodlibet IV, q. 17 (ca. 1287). Thomas Sutton shows once more the clear
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intention to plead Aquinas. Moreover, he blames Henry for distorting Aquinas’
position. He refers to Henry saying that dos impassibilitatis44 is nothing else than the

glory of the soul, intending that dos is nothing positive in the soul. Then, Thomas
Sutton reports Henry’s explanation for impassibility, namely the removal of the

negative disposition of privation. He concedes that dos impassibilitatis is a disposition or
quality. Yet, Thomas lists several arguments by which he opposes Henry’s own

arguments point by point. Moreover, in the following, Thomas Sutton exposes Aquinas’
theory.45 It is neither a privation which will be removed in the glorified bodies nor a

passive potency. All the more, the passive potency remains, yet it will be bound (ligata)

so that the body will have no act of passion (actus patiendi) anymore. The reason is, once
again, the perfect dominium of the soul over the body. Thomas Sutton characterises that
kind of being bound as follows. Like the glorified soul, or better its will is subjected to
God in that way that it is determined or bound to will exclusively the good, the body is

subjected to the glorified soul in the way that it is bound not to suffer any harm.46 Yet,

one might oppose that there is no disposition involved there, for dominium does not

necessarily entail an inherent quality. But Thomas Sutton, immediately, adds that the
ligation (ligatio) of the body is due to such a disposition. And here, he is forced to make
a subtle distinction, in order to side with Aquinas’ view. Sutton specifies that the

ligation is due to a disposition, namely dos impassibilitatis, which is dispositive inherent

in the body. It is in the body determinative through dominium of the soul, perfectly
subjected to God. So, in Sutton’s terms, Aquinas’ seems to speak first and foremost of
the second ligation, the ligation determinative. Yet, we have to assume – Sutton suggests

– that Aquinas presupposes a ligation dispositive, which is dos impassibilitatis in the strict
sense.

John of Sterngassen, also a Dominican, goes with Aquinas as well.47 In his Sentences

Commentary, he mentions the position that impassibility is due to the removal of the
active and passive qualities in the bodies, and answers with Aquinas that these qualities
cannot be removed for they are proper accidents. He refers to the thesis that the
operations of these qualities will be suspended. John, here, uses likewise the term of

ligation, which causes impassibility.48 The third position is the one referring to the fifth

element. John answers with Aquinas by stating that the fifth body is no part of the
human composite. Finally, he adopts Aquinas’ position, claiming that the perfect
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dominium of the soul is the cause of the bodily impassibility of the blessed. The strength

of the soul – then subjected completely to God – wins over any other opposing form,
which could possibly alter matter and therefore make the body suffer.49

The Dominican John of Paris discusses the dotes corporis, and consequently the

impassibility of the glorified bodies, in his Sentences Commentary. He adopts Thomas
Aquinas’ view, that is to say the thesis that the body is completely subjected to the soul,

reading Aquinas, however, in the ‘Thomistic’ version, namely assuming dos
impassibilitatis as a disposition existing in the bodies.50 impassibilia per dispositionem

existentem in eis.”] John discusses the positions reported by Thomas, namely (1) that

the elements remain only according to their substance, and (2) that they remain but
will be despoiled from their activities. He mentions (3) the theory of the fifth body, too.

He partly adopts Aquinas’ solutions as well: (1) The first solution coincides with
Aquinas’: the elements’ qualities pertain to their natural perfection. (2) The second
solution, however, differs from Aquinas who stated that the operation of active and

passive qualities was necessary for the mixture of the resurrected body as a complex
entity. John, unlike Aquinas, refers to the dispositional character of dos impassibilitatis:
If the second solution were true, there would be no such inherent disposition in the

glorified bodies. (3) The third solution is similar to Aquinas’, who denied a material
contribution of the fifth body to the composition of a human being: John says that the
fifth body is not essentially but only virtually in the mixture of the body.
Duns Scotus’ view on dos impassibilitatis

It is, however, John Duns Scotus’ position which Durandus adopts, although his

arguments differ from Scotus’ arguments. Eventually, it seems to be a general feature
of Durandus’ Commentary, that he cites only the core of a contemporary position
developing his own argumentation in favour of this position, be it a view he holds
himself, be it a position which he criticises. In the particular case, Durandus goes with

Scotus’ opinion who believes that impassibility of the body is due to God’s will and
therefore to an extrinsic cause. In his own Sentences Commentary, d. 49, q. 13, Scotus
discusses precisely the question whether the blessed’s body will be impassible (Utrum
corpus hominis beati post resurrectionem erit impassibile).51 At the beginning of his answer,

Scotus discusses, first, divergent positions with regard to that question, which are
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already known to us. Scotus, e.g. rejects the theory that the qualities in a mixed body
do not remain in the body. Moreover, he rejects any intrinsic principle in the subject,
that is to say in the body, to be the cause of such impassibility. The first position Scotus

mentions is the one we know from Thomas Aquinas: the body is completely subjected
to the soul. This position, however, is not only Aquinas’ position but a common position

at his time.52 Even Bonaventure seems to have a similar view on that matter, for he

distinguishes between a glorification of the bodies according to disposition (quantum ad

dispositionem) and according to perfection (quantum ad consummationem). With respect
to the first, the glorification consists in the absolute qualities which are given to the

body by God. With respect to the latter, glorification stems from the glorified soul,

through which all dotes flow into the body.53 More precisely, Bonaventure assumes a
fourfold operation of the elements in the body: the first two of them, namely the

operations of constituting and conserving, remain in the glorified body, the second two,
ordered at the dissolution of the body, will not remain. Scotus, then, rejects this view,
since he believes that the soul cannot defy its inherent qualities.

The second position, referred to by Scotus, recalls Henry’s position and briefly states
that dos is identical with a quality which prohibits corruption. Scotus argues against it

that the quality is surely nothing glorified, so it has to be either elementary or mixed.
In both cases, however, such a quality would not prevent every single action or passion.
The third position, mentioned by Scotus, could be ascribed to Giles of Rome. It says that
there is no mutation and hence no passion anymore once the heaven ceases to
move.54 Henry of Ghent and others (e.g. Peter Auriol55) argued against Giles’ position,

yet Scotus hints immediately at article 156 of the Condemnations of 1277.56 He, then,

argues that by divine power, generation is possible even without movement, so that
the ceasing of the glorified movement is no argument for the impassibility of the
glorified bodies.

Scotus’ own position assumes that divine will, and therefore something extrinsic, is the
cause of bodily impassibility. However, God’s ‘action’ is reduced to the fact that God

does not co-act with the second causes, which ‘normally’ would cause corruption in the

bodies. In that perspective, Scotus’ view differs from Durandus’. Durandus believes that

God does assist the bodies – or better: he would not explain the kind of God’s assistance;
Scotus, in contrast, believes that God does not assist the second causes in their
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decomposing operations. Both, however, agree in assuming God as the proper cause of

impassibility. Scotus characterises dos impassibilitatis more precisely as a legal title (ius),
by which divine custody can be claimed. Unlike all of the abovementioned theologians,

Scotus and Durandus reduce dos impassibilitatis to a mere extrinsic cause. Scotus
explicitly rejects the objection that dos impassibilitatis must be something inherent by
referring to the original meaning of the word dos, namely as dos sponsae, that is to say
as the marriage portion, which also does not inhere in the bride but is at her disposal.

4. Durandus and the anonymous Sentences Commentary in MSS Vat. lat. 985 and 1118

Though Durandus takes over Scotus’ view to the problem and discusses positions

referred to in Aquinas, his direct source seems to be the Sentences Commentary of a

contemporary anonymous author. I am referring to the Commentary to Book IV of

the Sentences which is found in MSS Vat. lat. 985 and Vat. lat. 1118. Modern scholarship

assigned that Commentary to the school of James of Metz and characterised it as a main
source for Durandus’ Book IV.57 Moreover, it is to be dated at around 1305, that is to say
after James of Metz’ second version of his Commentary and after Hervé

Nedeillec’s Correctorium fratris Jacobi and before Durandus’ first version of his Sentences

Commentary.58 The anonymous author starts his investigation with the common
distinction between a double passion, namely a broader and a proper concept of passio.

Unlike Durandus, the anonymous author does not speak of the reception of a form in
general and the reception of an inconvenient or the loss of a convenient form in

particular as passion. He defines instead passion in the broad sense of the word as any
reception whatsoever, in the more specific sense, he calls passion the immoderate
movement of the heart as opposed to the moderate movement of its operations.59 The

author, here, adopts Thomas Aquinas’ distinction in his Sentences Commentary, Book IV,
d. 44, q. 2, a. 1, qc. 1, resp. In article 2, the anonymous author discusses the divergent

opinions on the cause of bodily impassibility. In his account as well as in his answers,
he is also strongly relying on Aquinas’ elaboration. He firstly mentions the quidam who
state a change in the condition of the bodily elements, namely the removal of their

active and passive qualities. This opinion is rejected by (1) referring to elementary

qualities as accidentally perfecting the mixtum, and by (2) turning the argument upside

down: the unity of the body would exactly be destroyed if elements remained according
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to their substance. (3) Then, the anonymous author declares that qualities are to be
assumed for the complexity which every human nature necessarily has.60 After that,

the author turns to the position of the fifth body. Whereas his abstract of the position

coincides with Aquinas’ report, his answer is a more detailed version of Aquinas’
answer. The core element of both rejections still lies in the fact that the fifth element
does not pertain to the composition of a natural entity.

Finally, the anonymous author mentions two other positions, which we identify as

Aquinas’ own position and the position of Scotus. However, it seems as if the
anonymous author has in mind the slightly divergent ‘Thomistic’ position of Aquinas,
for he states that dos impassibilitatis is identical with a certain form (illam formam) which
is absolute and positive and which flows from the soul into the body so that the body is

perfectly subjected to the soul.61 Yet, as we have seen above, in Aquinas it is the

substantial form ‘soul’ itself, which – because of its glorified status – is able to dominate

the body by overcoming any possible other forms. In the anonymous author’s account,
the form ‘soul’ seems to differ from another absolute form assigned to the body. That
is, indeed, the interpretation some (or all?) of Aquinas’ followers give with respect to

that particular issue. Maybe the position, the anonymous author here refers to is not
meant to be Aquinas’ but is reported in order to set against it the following one. The
first position assumes an inhering disposition in the body, the second one denies it. This

latter position recalls Scotus’ position, namely that dos impassibilitatis consists solely in
divine power or providence assisting the blessed, yet the arguments given here differ

from Scotus’ ones. The first one says that no positive form is to be posited because of a

privative act, such as being impassible. The second one refers to the state of innocence
in which no inherent form caused the impassibility but only divine assistance. This
assistance, moreover, is described not as a supernatural power in the assisted but as the
restriction of nature in its excessive effects.62

Interestingly, both Durandus and the anonymous author do not declare openly which
position they tend to. Durandus, however, had been accused of holding Scotus’ position

in the error lists, and it seems that his account suggests a certain appropriation of

Scotus’ thesis, whereas the anonymous text is vaguer on that matter.63 Beside some
copying verbatim and a certain parallel structure both texts differ to a certain extent.

That is especially curious with regard to the position which we assigned to Scotus, since
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both accounts – at least in their argumentation – differ not only from one another but

even from Scotus’ argumentation itself. So, it remains unclear whether to hypothesise

another source to which Durandus’ and the anonymous’ texts are to be traced back or
whether to assume that both give a different interpretation of Scotus’ opinion. Maybe,

both attended Scotus’ 1302-03 lectures in Paris and made different notes on his lectures.
Nevertheless, we must assume a unilateral dependence between Durandus and the
anonymous author, for there are too many literal adoptions between both

commentaries. Modern scholarship argued for the priority of the anonymous Sentences

Commentary. There are, however, signs that we have to rethink that dependency. In the
particular case discussed here, it is quite surprising that Durandus adopts a view which
is assigned by his possible source to alii. Could Durandus not be that theologian? There
are several more similar cases in dd. 43-50 which we cannot discuss here. On the

contrary, it may as well be true that Durandus adopts a position which his source
develops without explicitly adhering to it. Anyway, one would have to weigh carefully

all the arguments of modern scholarship in that particular matter and find many more
cases in both commentaries in order to come to a better understanding of the
relationship of both texts.
5. After Durandus …

The discussion about the reason for impassibility of the glorified bodies did not come

to an end with Durandus, although we finish our survey here. Immediately after

Durandus, in 1316/17, e.g., Peter Auriol, investigates into the cause of such dos
impassibilitatis and will hold a position similar to that of Durandus or Scotus. He will

argue that impassibility is nothing else than divine maintenance (manutenentia divinae
virtutis).64 Ca. 1325, Durandellus, on the contrary, will try to defend Aquinas’ position in
the Thomist interpretation against Durandus. Durandellus’ argument is less rational

than authoritative: If dos impassibilitatis were no disposition, it would be no dowry in

the proper sense of the word, esp. as it was used by patristic authorities.65 In the 15th

century, the Thomist John Capreolus will mention Durandus’ position and will reject it,
in order to defend Aquinas’ position.66 In the same century, the Dominican bishop

Antoninus Pierozzi or Florentinus,67 refers to two opinions in his Summa theologiae, p.

III, tit. 30, c. 7,68 which coincide with the ones Durandus mentions in his overview.
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Actually, Pierozzi copies Durandus’ account from his direct source Peter of Palude. In

16th century, the Spanish Dominican Domingo de Soto discusses Scotus’ and Durandus’
theory as basically the same and rejects it holding that we have to assume beside the
extrinsic cause ‘God’ an inherent intrinsic cause providing impassibility of the body.
Domingo also knows Peter of Palude’s report.69 Yet, we leave these debates for another
study.

6. Conclusion

It has often been said that Durandus’ theology and philosophy is more Augustinian than

Aristotelian.70 Only recently, Jean-Luc Solère made that, once again, very clear by

investigating into Durandus’ cognitive theory.71 Durandus’ theory of the soul as a
spontaneous faculty even in cognising things is closer to the Augustinian-Franciscan

tradition than to the Aristotelian-Thomasian-Dominican tradition. Durandus, here,
gets rid of some peculiar features of the latter tradition, e.g. agent intellect, species

intelligibiles and even species sensibiles. This description, on the one hand, could be true
as well in the actual case. Indeed, Durandus’ third argument for his own thesis was a

reference to Augustine who states that the three boys in the Chaldean oven remain
unharmed by divine assistance, meaning thereby that God removes the power to burn
from the fire.72

On the other hand, it seems to be a kind of evasion, which both Scotus and Durandus

favour. All solutions discussed here had to reconcile Christian premises with
(Aristotelian) physics and all solutions had to refer to some supernatural disposition or

action to make plausible that the glorified bodies will not suffer anymore. We observed

mainly three different approaches. The first one is to state a change in the bodies

themselves, e.g. by assuming a disposition or by intending an alteration in the bodily

composition. It is the first of two opposing positions. We primarily think here of Henry’s
position. The second approach is to presume a complete dominium of the body by the

soul. This view, which is Aquinas’ position – yet not in its Thomistic interpretation –,

can be characterised as a kind of middle position. The third approach lies in assuming
solely divine help or assistance; this position is absolutely contrary to the first position
and therefore the other of the two opposing positions. It is the position of Scotus,

Durandus, and probably the anonymous author. Whereas both, the first and the second
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position, try to reconcile Christian metaphysics with Aristotelian (meta-)physics, the

third position escapes that dilemma by exclusively tracing the cause back to divine
power/will. Whereas Aquinas’ and Henry’s solutions assume a supernatural gift, yet in

some way inhering in the body or at least intrinsic to the soul-body-union, Scotus and
Durandus situate the supernatural gift completely outside the body or compositum and
therefore beyond its (meta-)physical constituents. Thus, impassibility is an everlasting

divine interference and hence something which eternally depends on God’s will. One
might conclude that the conflict between Aristotelianism and Christian doctrine is

avoided by referring to a certain kind of voluntarism, meaning a tendency in later

medieval philosophy to explain certain interventions and operations by recurring to
God’s divine will as their immediate cause.73 Maybe Scotus and Durandus adhere to

voluntarism in that particular perspective.

Anyway, there is another interesting observation to make, which is connected with
anthropology. We see that there are two positions which are rather consistent in

themselves, yet opposing one another. I am referring to Aquinas’ or the ‘Thomistic’
position and to Henry of Ghent’s ‘dimorphism’ 74 or or the ‘Franciscan’ position of a

plurality of forms, held e.g. by Duns Scotus75. In Aquinas, the soul is unique form and
sole (formal) cause for the composite including the shape of the body. Aquinas,
consequently, puts the cause of impassibility in the perfect dominium of the soul.
Henry, on the contrary, assumes a predisposing form for the body and consistently

assumes a disposition in the body itself which renders it impassible. Both seem to

interpret grace in that particular case as a perfection of nature. Aquinas, on the one
hand, believes in the soul as winning over matter in generation/creation as well as in
resurrection. Man’s final state is not something completely different to its state as
a viator. All the more, its perfection lies in man just from the beginning – it lies in its

nature, although nature cannot perfect it. Consequently, Aquinas assumes grace to
perfect man. However, in Aquinas grace in that particular case consists in

strengthening the soul and make it such a perfect form that even the body becomes
perfect. Final bodily perfection is as much caused by the soul/form alone in

resurrection as initial bodily perfection is caused by the created soul in the beginning

of man’s earthly life. The same is quintessentially true for Henry. Bodily perfection in
its natural state is due to another inherent form; therefore even final bodily perfection,
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namely the one due to grace, has to be caused by an inherent supernatural form

disposing matter. What about Durandus and Scotus? Durandus, as has been said, is
radical in assuming the soul as unique substantial form. Scotus, on the contrary,

presupposes a plurality of forms and a forma corporeitatis. Yet, both hold the same thesis
with respect to the impassibility of the glorified bodies, and nevertheless their different

accounts remain consistent in themselves. The consistency results from their before
mentioned ‘voluntaristic’ approach. If dos impassibilitatis is nothing inherent in the
composite, the principles of composition are indifferent. God’s assistance applies to a
body composed using a corporeal form as well as to a body which is shaped by being

united to the soul alone. So, do Scotus’ and Durandus’ positions solely coincide in a
certain evasion?

There is another common feature of Scotus’ and Durandus’ theology and philosophy

which they share even with William of Ockham: as indicated before, all three try to get
rid of unnecessary principles in theology and philosophy, such as agent intellect and

species, lumen gloriae etc. The Aristotelian(!) principle76 which in its radical form is
known as ‘Ockham’s razor’, namely that we must not assume more principles than
necessary in order to explain something,77 is already strongly applied in Scotus and

Durandus. In the given case, it seems as if it was applied here, too. Aquinas – at least in

his ‘Thomistic’ interpretation – as well as Henry assumed another disposition posited
in the body in order to explain the conservation of the body. Since even for that

disposition, God’s will or grace is the remote cause, why not assume it as the immediate
cause without referring to another secondary cause?

The principle of scarcity is strongly connected with a certain enhancement of the

‘singular’. In Scotus, Durandus, and Ockham, we notice e.g. the singular thing to be the

immediate object of cognition. The direct access to something without recourse to
mediating principles as species, agent intellect etc., displays a vigorous esteem of the

individual. In that perspective, we may interpret the recourse to God’s divine will,

immediately acting upon the body of glorified man, exactly as such an appreciation of

individuality. God acts directly upon the singular human body and the singular human
body is designed for God’s immediate action. Thus, Scotus’ and Durandus’ theories of
the impassibility of the body are in another way Aristotelian than that of their

predecessors or contemporaries, namely in adhering to the principle of scarcity in
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natural and supernatural explanations. All the more, their evasion is consistent, for
they would not apply (Aristotelian) principles beyond the context in which they are to

be applied: principles of natural physics go well in the earthly world, supernatural
principles are not to be justified by recurring to natural principles but only by divine
power or will. Or otherwise put: both Scotus and Durandus do not commit the second

error of Christian theologians, as referred to by Porro, namely to disregard the context,
yet they do go with the double reversal of Christian dogmatics.
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